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Dear Colleague--

It's crazy to think that it's already the end of September and summer has come to

a close. This means that for me in Canada, snow is not much further off. As the

seasons change, it's a perfect time for us to regroup as an industry and prepare for

exciting things to come.

And we are happy to announce that there are lots of things in store for the

Emerging Destinations team, starting with the introduction of our Europe

Newsletter! Our portfolio has grown over the summer months and we are pleased

that this region has grown as well. We are happy to share with you the news of

Iceland ProCruises, Iceland ProTravel and Hótel Ísland in Iceland and Pax

More in Greece. 

You might have noticed that we have rebranded, too! Keep your eye out as our

website is also undergoing a new look in the coming weeks. And remember, we’re

happy to assist with anything you need! In fact, we'd love for you to book a virtual

appointment with us (above) to catch up.  

The Emerging Destinations team

Jenna, Jane, Jessie & Ana

Iceland ProCruises

Stay up to date with all things Covid related in Iceland via www.covid.is. The

quick guide explains the general rules that apply for entry into Iceland. 

All travelers, regardless of origin, are welcome to visit Iceland if they can show

either a certificate of full vaccination or a certificate of previous COVID

infection. From July 27, all travelers (regardless of vaccination status etc) must

present a negative COVID-19 test result when boarding a flight to Iceland, no older

than 72 hours.

Check out Icelandair's 2021 schedule. 

Only guests who are fully vaccinated against Covid-19 can take part in Iceland

ProCruises' 2022 cruises. 

Our brand new 2022 brochure is headed to the press! View our digital copy here or order a
hard copy here.

Iceland ProTravel

Iceland ProTravel has introduced a NEW tour which is a small group guided tour

with a focus on Northern lights and ice. Want to learn more about Winter in

Iceland? Watch our most recent webinar on this incredible time of year!

Hótel Ísland

Have a client traveling to Iceland in the near future? Make sure they book in for a

spa treatment at Hótel Ísland's Silfra Spa, the perfect way to get over that jet lag. 

Pax More

USA and Canada are on the green list for Greece, and guests can enter either with

a vaccination (or illness) certificate or with a negative test (PCR/72hr or

Antigen/48hr). 

The current COVID regulations for the destination of Greece can be found here.

Have a client traveling to Greece in the near future? Commonly asked questions

for travel to Greece can be viewed here. 

If your clients are wondering what is the best season for traveling to Greece, you

can use this document to help advise them!  

Stay inspired with our unique Travel Ideas. 

Don't know much about Greece? We'd love for you to attend our Greece 101

webinar next month. Register here. 

We'd love to introduce you to Pax More if you're looking for experts in all things

Greece. Book an appointment with us to learn more! 

Cruising Into 2022 — Iceland is Waiting

Who knows Iceland better than a native?

That’s the advantage that Iceland

ProCruises (IPC) has over others calling

on Icelandic ports. IPC is offering a full

slate of North Atlantic cruises for the

2022 summer season including its wildly

popular “Iceland Circumnavigation”

voyages in May, June, and July. Read

more here. 

Are You Ready for An Icelandic Road Trip?

If ocean cruising isn’t your thing, why not press the pedal

to the metal on your own road trip across Iceland?

For more than 20 years, Iceland ProTravel (IPT) has

arranged bespoke itineraries for independent travelers as

well as and programs, experiences and adventures for

incentive groups, meetings and special interest parties.

Continue reading here. 

Hótel Ísland offers refreshing accommodation for your comfortable and relaxing stay

in Iceland's vibrant capital just two kilometers from the city center. Reykjavik’s main

attractions are just minutes away, making the hotel ideally placed to access the very

best of what the Icelandic capital has to offer including shops, restaurants, museums,

and cultural activities as well as exciting nightlife.

Creating the Perfect Greece Vacation

You’ve probably heard that Greece is

open to travelers again after more

than a year of Covid lockdown.

Cruises have returned to the Aegean

Sea, flights are arriving in Athens each

day, and the nation’s beaches, ruins

and tavernas are once again filled with

visitors relishing iconic Greek

experiences. Read on here. 

The Stars Align in Prague

Much of the entertainment

business shut down during the

pandemic along with just about

everything else. But using strict

Covid protocols, movie and

television production continued

in the Czech Republic, especially

in and around the capital city

Prague. Read more here. 
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